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ABSTRACT There is increasing evidence that many amyloids in living cells have physiological functions. On the surfaces of fungal cells, amyloid core sequences in adhesins can aggregate into 100- to 1,000-nm-wide patches to form high-avidity adhesion
nanodomains on the cell surface. The nanodomains form through interactions that have amyloid-like properties: binding of amyloid dyes, perturbation by antiamyloid agents, and interaction with homologous sequences. To test whether these functional
interactions are mediated by typical amyloid interactions, we substituted an amyloid core sequence, LVFFA, from human A␤
protein for the native sequence IVIVA in the 1,419-residue Candida albicans adhesin Als5p. The chimeric protein formed cell
surface nanodomains and mediated cellular aggregation. The native sequence and chimeric adhesins responded similarly to the
amyloid dye thioflavin T and to amyloid perturbants. However, unlike the native protein, the nanodomains formed by the chimeric protein were not force activated and formed less-robust aggregates under flow. These results showed the similarity of amyloid interactions in the amyloid core sequences of native Als5p and A␤, but they also highlighted emergent properties of the native sequence. Also, a peptide composed of the A␤ amyloid sequence flanked by amino acids from the adhesin formed twodimensional sheets with sizes similar to the cell surface patches of the adhesins. These results inform an initial model for the
structure of fungal cell surface amyloid nanodomains.
IMPORTANCE Protein amyloid aggregates are markers of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinsonism. Nev-

ertheless, there are also functional amyloids, including biofilm-associated amyloids in bacteria and fungi. In fungi, glycoprotein
adhesins aggregate into cell surface patches through amyloid-like interactions, and the adhesin clustering strengthens cell-cell
binding. These fungal surface amyloid nanodomains mediate biofilm persistence under flow, and they also moderate host inflammatory responses in fungal infections. To determine whether the amyloid-like properties of fungal surface nanodomains are
sequence specific, we ask whether a disease-associated amyloid core sequence has properties equivalent to those of the native
sequence in a fungal adhesin. A chimeric adhesin with an amyloid sequence from the Alzheimer’s disease protein A␤ instead of
its native sequence effectively clustered the adhesins on the cell surface, but it showed a different response to hydrodynamic
shear. These results begin an analysis of the sequence dependence for newly discovered activities for fungal surface amyloid
nanodomains.
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A

myloids are ordered insoluble protein aggregates and important functional components of many processes and are now
known to exist in all domains of life (1–6). Amyloids are characterized by “cross-␤” structures in which amyloid core sequences
consisting of 4 to 7 amino acids form ␤-strands that are assembled
into ␤-sheets that can include thousands of these short strands
arranged side by side. The ␤-strands are perpendicular to the long
dimension of the ␤-sheet. The sheets can stack to form long fibrils
characteristic of amyloid structures (7, 8). Although amyloid fibers and deposits are best known in neurodegenerative diseases
and serum deposits, it is now clear that some amyloid assemblies
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have functional characteristics as well (9–13). Among the functional amyloids, the Pmel-derived fibrils within mammalian
melanosomes, for example, are assembled through amyloid interactions to form a template for melanin deposition (11). Bacterial
functional amyloids are key components in biofilms of both
Gram-positive and Gram-negative organisms (12, 14–17). In
fungi, amyloid-like prions have both pathogenic and beneficial
features, and they can mediate epigenetic regulation of gene expression and generate transcriptional diversity in clonal populations of yeast cells (4, 18, 19). Amyloid interactions mediate assembly of fungal spore coats, which are highly refractory to
®
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detrimental environmental conditions (20, 21). Additionally, fungal adhesins contain functional amyloid-forming regions that mediate robust fungal aggregation and biofilm formation (5, 22, 23).
In this system, application of force unfolds protein domains to
expose amyloid-forming core sequences. As a result, the adhesins
aggregate in patches on the cell surface (5, 13, 23), and the presence of the surface patches is associated with a reduced host inflammatory response to fungal infections in Caenorhabditis elegans and in abscesses in human autopsy sections (24–27).
In Candida albicans, the ALS gene family encodes cell surface
adhesins with a common architecture: an N-terminal secretion
signal sequence, a globular ligand-binding region with two Ig-like
invasin domains, a conserved T domain (now also called AFR [for
amyloid-forming region] [28, 29]), and a set of tandem repeats
(TR) that mediate hydrophobic effect interactions. A 600- to
1,000-residue Ser/Thr-rich glycosylated stalk provides a flexible
linker. The C-terminal region is covalently bonded to cell wall
glucans through a modified glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)
anchor (29–32).
Each T domain/AFR of Als proteins contains a conserved
amyloid-forming core sequence, which forms amyloid fibers in solution. However, these fibers cannot form in vivo, because the proteins
are physically constrained by their anchorage on the cell wall. Nevertheless, the amyloid core sequences mediate formation of cell surface
patches of arrayed adhesin molecules (“adhesin nanodomains”). The
nanodomains are 100- to 1,000-nm-wide patches containing hundreds to thousands of adhesin molecules, and therefore, they bind to
multivalent ligands with high avidity. Nanodomain formation is inhibited by antiamyloid drugs and does not occur if the amyloid core
sequence of the agglutinin is mutated to a nonamyloid sequence (22,
23, 33). These observations are consistent with nanodomain formation through amyloid-like interaction of the amino acids in the amyloid core sequence.
Als surface nanodomains form in response to moderate extension force applied to the adhesins: force can unfold the T domain/
AFR, facilitating amyloid nanodomain formation (22, 34). Such
unfolding can result from forces of 50 to 100 pN per molecule
applied by atomic force microscopy (AFM) or under laminar flow
at moderate shear stress (ⱖ0.5 dyne · cm⫺2). The amyloid nanodomains also form during fungal aggregation assays, as cells and
ligand-coated beads exert forces on each other as they are mixed at
moderate speed. The resulting nanodomains are very high-avidity
binding sites and lead to creation of large cellular aggregates and
greatly strengthened biofilms (5, 23, 35, 36).
T domains/AFRs of the C. albicans adhesins Als1p, Als3p, and
Als5p contain a core amyloid sequence I325VIVA329. A single
amino acid change, V326N, greatly reduces the potential to form
amyloids, and leads to reduced surface nanodomains and attenuated biofilm formation (5, 22, 23, 36).
Given that functional amyloids play ever-expanding roles in
cell adhesion and other aspects of biology, we questioned whether
the specific sequence in Als proteins is essential and whether a
nonhomologous amyloid core sequence would be equivalent.
Specifically, we ask whether a disease-associated amyloid sequence has equivalent structural properties and whether it would
mediate nanodomain formation and strengthened adhesion.
Therefore, we investigated the effect of substituting the amyloid
sequence IVIVA of Als5p by the LVFFA fragment of human A␤
amyloid core sequence, which is well characterized as a component of amyloids in vitro (8, 37–39). The two peptides show sim-
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FIG 1 Aggregation activity and thioflavin T staining of cells expressing Als5p. (A)
Cells expressing Als5pWT or Als5pA␤ were aggregated with BSA-coated beads
(dark spheres) in the presence of ThT (300 nM). Phase-contrast micrographs are
above the corresponding fluorescence images. Bars ⫽ 20 m. (B) Confocal images
of ThT-stained cells expressing Als5pWT and Als5pA␤. Bars ⫽ 10 m.

ilar ␤-aggregation potential, ⬎90%, in the predictor TANGO (40)
and have similar aggregation propensities in AGGRESCAN (41).
The functional consequences of this substitution allow us to determine the specificity of action of each amyloid sequence, as well
as provide data for our first models for the structure of cell surface
amyloid nanodomains.
RESULTS

Expression. We substituted the A␤ amyloid core sequence LVFFA
for the natural Als5p core sequence IVIVA at positions 325 to 329
of the 1,419-residue protein in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae expression plasmid pJL1. This construct also encodes a V5 epitope
tag immediately following the secretion signal sequence (23).
When the modified construct (designated pJL1-Als5pA␤) was
transformed into S. cerevisiae, Als5pA␤ was expressed on the cell
surface. Immunofluorescence with a fluorescein-conjugated antibody to the V5 epitope showed that surface expression of Als5pA␤
was comparable to that of the native sequence protein Als5p (designated Als5pWT [WT stands for wild type]; see Fig. S1 in the
supplemental material).
Activity and amyloid properties of Als5pA␤. Like native
Als5pWT, the Als5pA␤ chimera mediated both adhesion to bovine
serum albumin (BSA)-coated beads and fungal cell-cell aggregation (Fig. 1A). However, cells expressing Als5pA␤ formed smaller
aggregates. Quantitative assays showed the level of adhesion to be
about 50% that of Als5pWT (Fig. 1A and 2). Although Als5pWT is
activated by vortex mixing of the cells expressing Als5pWT, the
Als5pA␤ chimera was not affected by this treatment (see Fig. S2 in
the supplemental material) (35).
We tested whether Als5pA␤ formed thioflavin T (ThT) fluores-
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FIG 2 Effects of amyloid inhibitors on cell aggregation. Cells expressing
Als5pWT or Als5pA␤ were aggregated with beads coated with denatured BSA in
the absence or presence of amyloid inhibitors. (A) Qualitative effect of thioflavin S (ThS) (40 M). Bar ⫽ 20 m. (B) Quantitative assays. Values are
means plus standard errors of the means (SEM) (error bars) for three experiments.

cent nanodomains. Figure 1A shows that surfaces of cells expressing Als5pA␤ were effectively stained with ThT at 300 nM, similar to
cells expressing Als5pWT. At this concentration, ThT does not inhibit activity of Als5p (23). Cells expressing Als5pA␤, like cells
expressing Als5pWT, showed surface ThT-bright puncta characteristic of amyloid nanodomains (22, 23) (Fig. 1B).
To determine whether adhesion of cells expressing Als5A␤
showed amyloid properties, we carried out assays in the presence
of inhibitory concentrations of the amyloid-perturbing dyes ThT,
thioflavin S (ThS), or Congo red (CR). These dyes inhibited cell
adhesion and aggregation, with similar sensitivities for Als5pWT
and Als5pA␤ (Fig. 2). ThS was more effective as an inhibitor than
ThT, as we have previously observed (35, 42, 43). In contrast, the
dyes do not affect adhesion or aggregation of cells expressing the
nonamyloid Als5pV326N, which is significantly less active (23).
Therefore, the LVFFA core sequence from A␤, like the wild-type
Als5p core sequence, mediated nanodomain formation and enhanced activity of Als5p in an amyloid-like fashion.
Because amyloids consist of repeating arrays of identical se-
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quences, they can be perturbed by peptides of similar sequence
(44, 45). Als5p amyloid interactions are enhanced by treatment
with a homologous amyloid-forming peptide and are inhibited by
a mutated peptide (23, 27). Accordingly, we assessed the effects of
such peptides for Als5pA␤ activity and nanodomain formation.
The chimeric peptide SNGLVFFATTRTV incorporates the A␤
amyloid core sequence flanked on each end by the three flanking
residues of the native core. This chimeric peptide at 14 M enhanced aggregation in cells expressing Als5pA␤ (Fig. 3A and B).
Conversely, the single-site substitution peptide SNGINIVATTRTV (substituted amino acid underlined) is an effective inhibitor of aggregation in Als5p (Fig. 3D) (23), but it was ineffective as
an inhibitor of Als5pA␤ (Fig. 3C). Therefore, Als5pA␤ bound a
peptide with homologous sequence but did not respond to an
inhibitory peptide based on the native amyloid core sequence
from Als5pWT (Fig. 3C).
When the chimeric peptide was suspended in deionized water,
it formed ribbon-like structures with straight edges (Fig. 3E). The
ribbons were up to 3 m long, with widths up to 300 nm. The
ribbon structures were similar to tapes and planar structures recently reported for other peptides with amyloid core sequences
(38, 39). Some of the structures in the chimeric peptide sample
showed fiber-like images, as if the ribbons were folded or associated along the long axis.
Single-molecule force analysis of Als5pA␤. We analyzed the
response to force of Als5pA␤ on cell surfaces. Under mechanical
force, Als5pWT molecules in situ show successive unfolding of specific domains: first the amyloid core containing the T domain,
then the tandem hydrophobic repeats, and finally the Ig-invasin
domains. This molecular stretching in turn triggers clustering of
the adhesins on the cell surface.
Single-molecule atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to
map the domain unfolding and spatial distribution of individual
Als5pA␤ on live cells using AFM tips functionalized with anti-V5
antibodies (22, 36, 46). Yeast cells expressing V5-tagged proteins
were immobilized into porous polymer membranes (Fig. 4D, inset). Figure 4A and B show an adhesion force histogram and representative force-distance curves, recorded between the antibodytip and the surfaces of different yeast cells. A substantial
proportion (21%) of force curves showed adhesion signatures reflecting the detection of single Als5pA␤ proteins. Two types of
force signatures were observed, i.e., low-adhesion force curves
(Fig. 4B, bottom curves) with single small adhesion forces, and
high-adhesion force curves (Fig. 4B, top curves) showing sawtooth patterns with multiple large force peaks. These complex
curves show successive unfolding of individual domains of
Als5pA␤ (36). The detection frequency, 21%, corresponded to a
minimum protein surface density of ~215 proteins/m2, similar
to that for Als5pWT (22).
Interestingly, the maps (Fig. 4D) revealed that most proteins
formed clusters about 100 to 350 nm in size, resembling the domains reported for Als5pWT on force-activated ALS5-expressing
S. cerevisiae cells (22). In analyses of Als5pWT, such clusters formed
12 to 90 min after Als5p molecules had been pulled with the AFM
tip. A single site mutation in the amyloid-forming sequence of the
protein demonstrated that the amyloid core sequence I325VIVA is
required for clustering; thus, the nanodomains depend on amyloid interactions. The similarity of results with Als5pA␤ leads us to
believe that the clusters observed here result from amyloid-like
bonds between A␤ core sequences. However, in the present study,
®
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FIG 3 Amyloid sequence peptides. (A) Effect of chimeric peptide on aggregation of Als5pA␤ cells. (Left) Aggregation without peptide; (right) aggregation
in the presence of chimeric peptide SNGLVFFATTRTV (20 g/ml). Bar ⫽
10 m. (B) Fluorescence images of fields in panel A stained with ThT
(300 nM). (C) Effects of Als5p antiamyloid peptide on aggregation of Als5pA␤.
(Left) Cells without added peptide; (right) aggregation in the presence of
SNGINIVATTRTV (200 g/ml). Bar ⫽ 10 m. (D) Effects of antiamyloid
peptide on cells expressing Als5pWT. (Left) Aggregation without added
peptide; (right) aggregation in the presence of SNGINIVATTRTV (200 g/
ml). The images are at the same magnification as in panel C. (E) Transmission electron micrographs of negative-stained structures of peptide
SNGLVFFATTRTV at low (left) and high (right) magnification. The large
pictures are from a sample gently shaken. (Inset) Nanodomain-sized structures from a stirred sample. The image in the inset is at the same magnification as the large image.
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clustering did not require preactivation by mechanical force. Unlike Als5pWT, there was no increase in clustering when Als5pA␤
cells were probed a second time. This could mean that maximal
clustering occurs even without mechanical stimuli or that the cells
were already preactivated because they were more sensitive to
small shear forces associated with cell preparation (35).
In unfolding curves (Fig. 4B and C), the maximal rupture
forces were similar for Als5pWT and Als5pA␤; however, the mean
distance to rupture was longer for the Als5pA␤ chimeric protein:
287.1 ⫾ 7.4 nm versus 253.3 ⫾ 17.9 nm for Als5pWT (mean ⫾
standard error [SE]; n ⫽ 15). Inspection of the force-distance
curves showed that the difference was in the extension length in
the region corresponding to the T domains/AFRs, which are the
first to unfold (marked with blue and red arrows in Fig. 4C) (36).
Specifically, the extended region between these arrows shows that
the T domain/AFR unfolds with very little or no additional application of force to form a longer segment.
Force effects and catch bonding in Als5pA␤. In cells expressing As5pWT, amyloid nanodomains are formed under laminar
flow or during vortex mixing (35, 42). We therefore compared the
cells under laminar flow. Cells expressing Als5pWT, Als5pA␤, or
the nonamyloid substitution mutant Als5pV326N were forced to
flow through a Bioflux laminar flow device, the surface of which
was coated with denatured BSA, an Als5p ligand. Shear stress was
increased in steps over a range from 0.02 to 20 dynes · cm⫺2. Time
lapse videomicroscopy recorded the cells as they flowed through
the imaging window in the laminar flow device. We analyzed two
parameters: the fraction of the substrate area covered in adhered
cells, and the mean size of the aggregates.
Three forms of Als5p mediated differences in adhesion to substrate and cell-cell aggregation under flow. As expected, cells expressing the nonamyloid mutant Als5pV326N bound only at low
shear rates, apparently reflecting weak interactions with the surface (Fig. 5, red curves) (42). There were few aggregates formed,
and the largest aggregates bound only at the lowest shear rates. For
Als5pV326N, the mean aggregate area was ~300 pixel units. Most
adhering cells were washed off at a shear stress of 0.8 dyne · cm⫺2,
and all cells were washed off at 2 dyne · cm⫺2 or greater.
In contrast, cells with Als5pWT adhered poorly to substrate at
the lowest shear stresses (0.02 and 0.2 dyne · cm⫺2), with poor
coverage and only small aggregates present (Fig. 5, blue curves). At
shear stresses of 0.8 to 5 dynes · cm⫺2, there was good binding to
substrate, and large aggregates were present, with mean aggregate
areas 4- to 5-fold greater than for the nonamyloid Als5pV326N
(Fig. 5B). Large aggregates stuck to the surface and persisted, especially after the shear stress was increased to 0.8 dyne · cm⫺2, 2.0
dyne · cm⫺2, and 5.0 dyne · cm⫺2. Most cells were dislodged by
shear stress of 10 dyne · cm⫺2, and all cells were washed off at 20
dyne · cm⫺2, stresses 10-fold greater than needed to dislodge
Als5pV326N cells.
Cells expressing Als5pA␤ had very different adhesion and aggregation behavior (Fig. 5, green curves). There was successively
greater binding as shear stress increased from low to moderate
levels, then a decrease at shear stresses above 5 dynes · cm⫺2. The
adhesion increased gradually as the shear stress increased, rather
than showing a threshold effect as in Als5pWT (Fig. 5A). Single
cells and aggregates of 2 to 5 cells flowed through the imaging
window, then some stuck to the substrate or to preexisting aggregates. In general, cells expressing Als5pA␤ covered more of the
visualized field, but the aggregates were more numerous and
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FIG 4 Single-molecule imaging of Als5pA␤ proteins on yeast cells. (A) Adhesion force histogram (n ⫽ 6,144 curves) from six Als5pA␤-expressing cells obtained
in buffer between anti-V5 functionalized tips (different cultures and different tips). (B) Representative force-distance curves highlighting dual detection: single
weak adhesion peaks reflecting Als epitope recognition (bottom curves) and sawtooth patterns with multiple force peaks documenting Als5p Ig-to-ligand
multipoint binding, followed by the unfolding of the entire protein (top curves). (C) Comparison of representative force-distance curves for Als5pA␤ and
Als5pWT. Note the different lengths between the red and blue arrows, which delimit the region corresponding to T-domain unfolding. (D) Adhesion force maps
(1 m ⫻ 1 m) recorded in buffer with anti-V5 tips on six Als5pA␤-expressing cells. The heterogeneous distribution of gray pixels, which each represent the
detection of single Als5p proteins, documents the formation of nanoscale clusters (highlighted by red dashed lines). (Inset) AFM deflection image (5 ⫻ 5 m2)
recorded in buffer, showing an S. cerevisiae cell expressing V5-tagged Als5pA␤ proteins, trapped in a porous membrane for AFM analysis.

smaller. The mean aggregate size reached a maximum of 375 pixel
units at 2.0 dynes · cm⫺2, 130% of the maximal aggregate size for
cells expressing nonamyloid Als5pV326N (Fig. 5B). These data
show that Als5pA␤ mediated catch bonding (strengthening bonds
under shear stress), but the cells flowing through the chamber
bound incrementally, whereas catch bonding of cells expressing
Als5pWT was triggered at a threshold and led to larger aggregates
that were more likely to bind or dissociate as mass events.
DISCUSSION

The amyloid core sequence from human A␤ mediated formation
of functional amyloid nanodomains in the C. albicans adhesin
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Als5p, when substituted for the Als5p native amyloid core sequence. Like the native sequence protein, Als5pA␤ clustered the
adhesin molecules on the cell surface and potentiated cell adhesion. However, differences in the behavior of Als5pWT and
Als5pA␤ adhesins under flow highlight the unique characteristics
of the native sequence.
Similarities. Als5pWT and Als5pA␤ were similarly localized to
the cell wall and mediated formation of surface amyloid nanodomains (Fig. 1, 2, and 4; see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).
Both forms of Als5p mediated adhesion to ligand-coated beads
and multicellular aggregation (Fig. 1 and 2). In contrast,
®
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FIG 5 Effects of laminar flow on adhesion of cells expressing Als5p. Cells expressing each of the designated forms of Als5p were forced to flow through a Bioflux
200 laminar flow device and imaged by phase-contrast microscopy at 1-s intervals. The flow rate was increased stepwise in 10-min intervals to generate shear
stresses from 0.02 to 20 dyne · cm⫺2, as denoted at the top of each panel. Each frame was analyzed with ImageJ for the fraction of the field covered by cells (A)
and average size of adhering aggregates (B). Mean values for 10-s windows are plotted.

Als5pV326N, which contains a sequence that does not form
amyloids, is expressed well but does not cluster on the cell surface
(22, 23). The clustering in Als5pWT and Als5pA␤ has the characteristics of surface amyloid nanodomains in that the clustered adhesins are highly fluorescent with the amyloid-sensitive dye ThT
at a nanomolar concentration (Fig. 1). Als5pWT and Als5pA␤ were
also similarly sensitive to inhibition of adhesion activity by micromolar concentrations of amyloid-perturbing dyes Congo red,
ThT, and ThS (Fig. 2). These dyes reduced adhesion to the levels
observed in cells expressing Als5pV326N.
Because protein amyloids are stabilized by side chain interactions between ␤-strands of identical sequence, peptides with the
same sequence can interact to reinforce the amyloids (7, 44). Conversely, mutated sequences can inhibit formation of amyloid arrays. As an example, the tridecapeptide SNGIVIVATTRTV, containing the amyloid core sequence of Als5pWT, increases the size of
aggregates and ThT fluorescence of amyloid nanodomains, and a
mutant nonamyloid peptide (SNGINIVATTRTV) inhibits both
fluorescence and aggregation (23). This inhibitory peptide did not
affect aggregation caused by Als5pA␤ (Fig. 3C). However, the homologous sequence peptide SNGLVFFATTRTV enhanced amyloid nanodomains and adhesion activity for Als5pA␤ (Fig. 3A).
Therefore, Als5pA␤ had characteristics similar to Als5pWT in its
ability to form amyloid-like ThT-fluorescent surface nanodomains that bound homologous sequence peptides and potentiated
cell adhesion and aggregation.
AFM single-molecule force-distance analysis of cells expressing Als5pA␤ showed cell surface density values similar to Als5pWT
(~200 molecules per m2 as a minimal estimate) and similar sizes
of the surface nanodomains (Fig. 4) (22). Both Als5pA␤ and
Als5pWT had two types of force-distance curves, a smooth curve
characteristic of weak interactions, and a strong interaction curve
with a sawtooth shape characteristic of sequential domain unfolding events (36). The force histograms were similar to those for
Als5pWT, except that the minimal disruptive force increased from
45 pN to 60 pN (22).
Comparisons of the unfolding lengths and sequence lengths
show that the T domain/AFR, containing the amyloid-forming
sequence, unfolds first, followed by the six tandem repeats, and
finally the Ig-invasin-like domain at the N terminus of the protein
(5, 32, 47). Both the force required and the molecular extensions
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were similar for the regions corresponding to unfolding of the
tandem repeats and Ig-invasin domains in both versions of the
protein. However, the extension length of the region of the curve
corresponding to the T domain/AFR of Als5pA␤ was 42 nm longer
than for Als5pWT (Fig. 5B and C) (22, 23). This difference corresponds well with the expected increase in chain length for a fully
unfolded T domain (108 residues ⫻ 0.36 nm per residue ⫽
38.9 nm). Therefore, this difference would be expected if the T
domain/AFR fully unfolds in the A␤ chimeric protein, but not in
Als5pWT. This difference would be the result if the T region/AFR
were destabilized due to changes in packing of the LVFFA sequence within the domain.
Response to laminar flow. The adhesion and aggregation behavior of Als5pA␤ under flow was significantly different from that
of the native sequence protein. Binding of Als5pWT to ligandcoated beads leads to activation of the entire yeast cell surface to an
adhesive state that mediates extensive cell-cell aggregation (29,
30). This activation is caused by formation and propagation of
amyloid nanodomains, following a protein remodeling event
(34). Application of force initiates this transition, because extension in the AFM, laminar flow over the cells, or vortex mixing
triggers nanodomain formation and activation of adhesion (22,
23, 35, 42). Specifically, exposure to a laminar flow shear stress of
ⱖ0.5 dyne · cm⫺2 or vortex mixing at 2,500 rpm for 1 min activates the adhesin (35, 42). In contrast to Als5pWT, Als5pA␤ was
clustered initially in AFM mapping experiments (Fig. 4); clustering was not increased in subsequent maps and was not further
activated by vortex mixing (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material) (22, 23). Under laminar flow, Als5pA␤ showed gradually increasing adhesion and higher probability of binding as the shear
stress was raised. In contrast, Als5pWT showed a strong activation
threshold and adhesion of much larger aggregates (Fig. 5). Together, this evidence supports the ideas that, like Als5pWT, Als5pA␤
mediates formation of adhesin nanodomains on the cell surface,
and can also mediate catch bonds (bonds that strengthen under
tension). However, the adhesin with the A␤ sequence was not
activated by extension force and did not show the characteristics
expected if activity were dependent on protein refolding.
A model for amyloid nanodomains. The chimeric peptide
SNGLVFFATTRTV showed a propensity to form planar structures, rather than amyloid fibers (Fig. 3E). These structures are
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FIG 6 Planar amyloid-like assemblies. (A) Amyloid ribbon. Two proposed
structures are shown, looking from the short edge of the ribbon. ␤-Strands are
viewed looking down on side chains, so the interstrand hydrogen bonds would
be horizontal in the plane of the image, and ␤-sheets are depicted as being
planar with the image. Both structures show ␤-sheets stacked face-to-back, so
the same face is visible on each sheet. (Left) Bilayer parallel sheet structure
proposed by Morris et al. (39). (Right) Antiparallel structure proposed by Dai
et al. (38). (B) Possible nanodomain structure formed by Als5p. (Top) View
looking face on at a cell surface. (Bottom) Model for amyloid-like interactions
viewed from an edge of the nanodomain. ␤-Strands of IVIVA (Als5pWT) or
LVFFA (Als5pA␤) make parallel ␤-sheets, stacked face to back as in panel A.
N-terminal Ig-like invasin domains (5, 48) are shown as purple ovals, and the
C-terminal stalks are shown as purple arrows connected covalently to cell wall
glucans (green) (31, 32).

like those in recent models for aggregates of some amyloid sequence peptides. Molecular ribbons made from a peptide containing the ␣-synuclein core sequence, VLYVGSKT, can be up to 400
to 500 nm wide, about the size of the largest nanodomains for
Als5p (39). The structure is consistent with a bilayer of amyloid
sheets, with hydrophobic N-terminal portions of the peptide sequestered in the interior and C-terminal hydrophilic residues exposed to the aqueous solvent (Fig. 6A). Similar amyloid ribbons
assemble from the A␤-derived peptide KLVFFAK in an amyloid
monolayer with both ends of the peptide exposed to the solvent
(38). In each structure, the ␤-strands are perpendicular to the
plane of the ribbon. These structures have in common the fact that
they are composed of identical ␤-strands forming ␤-sheets with
minimal twist. The sheets are stacked front to back through steric
zipper interactions of the side chains (8, 38, 39). Therefore, all
interactions between the sheets are equivalent, and additional
␤-sheets can add to the structure with equivalent binding energy.
In the ␣-synuclein-derived sequence, all strands are parallel, corresponding to class 2 amyloids (8). The A␤-derived sheets are
composed of antiparallel ␤-sheets, corresponding to class 6 amyloids.
Fungal adhesins have properties consistent with similar formation of two-dimensional amyloid-like patches on the cell surface.
Because adhesin C termini are anchored to the cell wall, the orientation of the potential ␤-strands is probably parallel, with the
C-terminal region of the amyloid sequences proximal to the cell,
and N-terminal regions distal (Fig. 6B). The ␤-sheets might then
be stacked front to back, with steric zipper interactions mediating
sheet-to-sheet associations, a class 2-like structure. Such nanodomains could grow by adding ␤-strands to the edges of the sheets or
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by adding sheets to the stack. Therefore, geometric properties of
the observed nanodomains are compatible with the structures of
amyloid ribbons, rather than fibers. In support of this idea, our
data show that in the context of the Als5p protein sequence, the
A␤ amyloid core sequence LVFFA can form surface nanodomains
(Fig. 1B and 4D). Similarly, a chimeric peptide formed sheets with
dimensions similar to the nanodomains (Fig. 3E, inset). Thus, the
chimeric peptide formed a structure similar to the peptide models
(38, 39).
A structural basis for differences between Als5pWT and
Als5pA␤? These differences between Als5pWT and Als5pA␤ may be
due to differences in the structure of the T domain/AFR, which
contains the amyloid core sequence. Specifically, the T domain/
AFR in Als5pWT has characteristics of a well-folded structure that
masks the amyloid core sequence until it is unfolded by AFM or
shear forces (5, 22, 23, 28, 34, 36). After this unfolding, the amyloid core interacts with core sequences from other Als5p molecules to form amyloid nanodomains (5, 22, 23). The data for
Als5pA␤ are consistent with a T domain that is constitutively unstructured: we observed preformed nanodomains in AFM mapping and ThT fluorescence, as well as a more-extended T domain/
AFR. Furthermore, unlike Als5pWT, Als5pA␤ showed no
additional activation of adhesion activity or nanodomain formation after increased shear by vortex mixing the cells. Thus, the T
domain appears to be folded in Als5pWT and constitutively unfolded in Als5pA␤. Als5pA␤ was less effective than Als5pWT in its
cellular aggregation activity (Fig. 2, 3, and 5), consistently generating smaller aggregates. In laminar flow, there was smoother increase in catch bonding and dissociation at high shear stress (“slip
bonding”), accompanied by frequent aggregation and dissociation of individual cells in the video frames (not shown). In contrast, binding and dissociation of cells expressing Als5WT usually
showed large aggregates being bound or dislodged, implying that
the strength of cell-to-cell bonds was greater.
In summary, an amyloid core sequence from human A␤ mediated the formation of functional adhesin nanodomains on the
surfaces of cells expressing the C. albicans adhesin Als5p. These
nanodomains mediated fungal cell adhesion and aggregation,
were similarly perturbed by antiamyloid dyes, and interacted with
peptides with sequences identical to the amyloid core sequence.
Therefore, Als5pWT amyloid nanodomains can be formed from
either the native sequence or the A␤ core sequence. However, the
catch bonding characteristics under flow depend on the extensibility of the T domain/AFR that includes the amyloid core. Therefore, the A␤ amyloid core sequence mediated the formation of
functional adhesin nanodomains on yeast cell surfaces, but
sequence-specific structures led to differences in the resultant cellular behavior.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and media. We used Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain W303-1B for
expression of all constructs in the pJL1 vector for V5 epitope-tagged
Als5pWT, or the vector without an expressed protein, pJL1-EV (EV stands
for empty vector) (23). For all experiments, the cells were grown in complete synthetic medium (CSM) lacking tryptophan and with galactose as
the carbon source.
Generation of Als5pA␤. To generate Als5pA␤, we inserted a synthetic
DNA fragment (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) into the
SphI-AleI segment of Als5p, using standard molecular biology techniques. The synthetic fragment included a V5 epitope tag, and the A␤
amyloid core sequence LVFFA at positions 325 to 329 replacing the nat-
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ural sequence in plasmid pJL1-Als5 using standard molecular techniques.
The final construct was verified by restriction analysis and DNA sequencing. The encoded protein was designated Als5pA␤.
Aggregation assays. Aggregation assays were carried out by published
methods. Briefly, 108 cells in 1 ml of Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer, pH 7.0, were
mixed with 106 magnetic Dynabeads coated with heat-denatured BSA
according to the manufacturer’s directions (Invitrogen). The suspension
was incubated at 170 rpm at 24°C for 45 min. The tubes were then placed
over a magnet to separate the bead-bound cells from the unbound cells,
and unbound cells were removed with a Pasteur pipette. The aggregates
were washed once with 500 l of TE buffer and gently resuspended with
100 l of TE buffer for microscopic observation. Bound cells were quantified by light scattering in a spectrophotometer after dissociation with
1 M NaOH (29, 35).
Fluorescence. To detect the surface expression level of Als5pWT and
Als5pA␤, we used fluorescein-conjugated anti-V5 from Life Technologies
at a titer of 1:250. Thioflavin T (ThT) staining was carried out as previously described, using 300 nM ThT added in the dark at the beginning of
aggregation.
Activation under shear flow. Adhesion and aggregation were tested
under laminar flow in a Bioflux 200 laminar flow device and filmed on an
Olympus inverted microscope. The chamber was coated with heatdenatured bovine serum albumin, 1 mg · ml⫺1 in TE buffer. Cells suspended in the same buffer (1.2 ⫻ 106 cells · ml⫺1) were forced to flow into
the visualization chamber at 0.02 dyne/cm2, a shear stress that does not
activate binding (42). The cells were then imaged at 1-s intervals for
10 min at successive shear stress values of 0.02, 0.2, 0.8, 2, 5, 10, and
20 dynes/cm2. Images were analyzed with ImageJ.
Peptides. The native sequence peptide SNGIVIVATTRTV, corresponding to sequence positions 322 to 335 in Als5pWT, the nonamyloid
peptide SNGINIVATTRTV, and the A␤ sequence peptide SNGLVFFATTRTV were purchased from GenScript. The peptides were dissolved in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).
Transmission electron microscopy. The peptide SNGLVFFATTRTV
was suspended in deionized water at 1.9 mg/ml and incubated at 4°C for
2 weeks with gentle shaking on a rotating platform at 60 rpm. A second
sample was constantly mixed with a rotating stir bar in a small vial. The
resulting materials were adsorbed to Formvar-coated grids, negative
stained with uranyl acetate, and imaged on an FEI-Morgagni transmission
electron microscope.
AFM measurements. AFM measurements were performed at room
temperature in sodium acetate buffer using a Nanoscope VIII Multimode
AFM (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA). Cells were immobilized by mechanical
trapping into porous polycarbonate membranes (Millipore), with a pore
size similar to the cell size. After filtering a concentrated cell suspension,
the filter was gently rinsed with buffer, carefully cut (1 ⫻ 1 cm), and
attached to a steel sample puck using double-sided tape, and the mounted
sample was transferred into the AFM liquid cell while avoiding dewetting.
Cells were first localized using oxide-sharpened microfabricated Si3N4
cantilevers (MSCT; Bruker Corporation), and the tip was replaced with a
functionalized tip (see below). Adhesion maps on live cells were obtained
by recording 32 ⫻ 32 force-distance curves on the area of a given size at the
cell surface, calculating the adhesion force at rupture for each force curve,
and displaying the value as a gray pixel. All force measurements were
recorded with a contact time of 100 ms, an approach and retraction speed
of 1,000 nm·s⫺1 and a maximum applied force of 250 pN.
AFM tips were functionalized with anti-V5 antibodies (Invitrogen)
using polyethylene glycol (PEG)-benzaldehyde linkers by the method of
Ebner et al. (46). Briefly, cantilevers were washed with piranha solution,
rinsed in MilliQ water, washed with chloroform, placed in a UV ozone
cleaner for 15 min, rinsed with ethanol, and dried with N2. They were then
immersed overnight in an ethanolamine solution (3.3 g of ethanolamine
in 6 ml of DMSO), washed three times with DMSO and two times with
ethanol, and dried with N2. The ethanolamine-coated cantilevers were
immersed for 2 h in a solution prepared by mixing 1 mg acetal-PEG-NHS
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(N-hydroxysuccinimide) dissolved in 0.5 ml chloroform with 10 l triethylamine, washed with chloroform, and dried with N2. Cantilevers were
further immersed for 10 min in a 1% citric acid solution, washed with
MilliQ water, and then covered with a 200-l droplet of a solution containing anti-V5 (0.2 mg/ml) to which 2 l of a 1 M NaCNBH3 solution
was added. After 50 min, cantilevers were incubated with 5 l of a 1 M
ethanolamine solution to passivate unreacted aldehyde groups and then
rinsed with and stored in acetate buffer.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material for this article may be found at http://mbio.asm.org/
lookup/suppl/doi:10.1128/mBio.01815-15/-/DCSupplemental.
Figure S1, PDF file, 0.6 MB.
Figure S2, PDF file, 0.1 MB.
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